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Whitepaper summary.
For full version of the Whitepaper, click here to Whitelist or just login to your SID private area

Decentralized autonomous Global Internet sharing eco-system.
Transactions and data secured by BlockChain technology.
This might be the disruptive game-changer technology that will enable a global internet access
boom. “Bringing the internet to the 4 billion people not currently online would add $6.7 trillion
to the global economy and lift 500 million people out of poverty, new research has found.”
According to the March 2017 publication of the Global Economic Forum

Abstract
A peer-to-peer and peer-to-multi-peer internet sharing eco-system (Share Internet Data or
SID for short) that will allow sharing internet from one person’s Smartphone to another, specifically
offering internet access to those less fortunate in society. This solution will however also allow
individual returns to those who share their internet with others. Tokenomics are ensured by allowing
users of this solution to trade traditional or crypto-currency into our future SID tokens and vice-versa,
trade SID tokens for megabytes of internet data and vice-versa, trade consumed advertising into
SID tokens, and trade (send and receive) tokens between users of the SID eco-system.
We propose a solution to the status-quo where internet is mostly obtained from traditional
service providers or mobile network operators. Our novelty is achieved by using crowd sourced
internet in a peer-to-peer structure between nearby Smartphones as per our fully in-house developed
intellectual proprietary eco-system based on: pending PCT patent WO2016124915A1 filed in 2015
and going forward provisional USPTO patent Application Number 62588951 filed in 2017. The
Smartphones will automatically share internet with nearby smartphones or tablets, based on a set of
parameters, and upload the encrypted users’ trades to BlockChain custodians. Such trades as described
above will create future token growing liquidity in line with our company revenue growth.
In this way, the key company mission of SID “To lift as many people as possible out of
poverty by means of giving the less fortunate a way to access free internet access” is also
achieved. The less fortunate will be able in future to get free internet access by collecting tokens in
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exchange of consuming advertising but without paying a penny for it. Such obtained tokens are then
to be used to pay for consumed internet megabytes OR users can cash-out token through traded
exchanges where other SID users will buy those to consume on the SID eco-system.
One of the key features of this SID eco-system solution is that it will reward everyone, also
the more fortunate well-off people of society to share their mobile data or private home Wi-Fi in
exchange of tokens:
(i)

Till to date any non-consumed mobile data at the end of each month, on most traditional
network operator’s contracts, is simply lost. Our solution allows these users to recover part of
that in tokens through obtaining tokens for sharing their mobile data with other nearby SID
users, not letting those otherwise unused megabytes go to waste each month.

(ii)

Till to date any non-consumed home Wi-Fi data at the end of each month, on most traditional
internet service providers contracts, is simply lost too. Our solution will allow SID users to
recover part of that in tokens through earning tokens for sharing home Wi-Fi internet with
other nearby SID users, not letting those otherwise unused megabytes go to waste each month.

Please be sure to check your network operator or internet service provider terms and conditions,
because some have a small print stating that the internet they purchase is only for private use and thus
not for re-sale. Although anyone can activate on a smartphone the tethering or hotspot function, the
mobile operator who provides the SIM can disable this option remotely although this is rarely done
anymore. SID therefore includes an end-user setting to allow sharing automatically its Mobile data or
not with nearby SID users and is prompted to confirm. SID is the ultimate of de-centralization because
only the end-user decides if it shares its internet AND if it gets paid in tokens for its shared internet.
In the same way as in the previous case, this SID solution incentivizes users to share their
home or business internet data without giving their private or business password to any other person.
Actually, traditionally, people used to give the password of their home Wi-Fi to visitors thereby
exposing the security of everything connected to their internal Wi-Fi network. In our SID solution
the user who is home shares internet with visitors through his Smartphone or tablet, over an encrypted
proprietary link and therefore nobody has access to the internal Wi-Fi network at all.
To join us during our exciting SID project click here to Whitelist and register.
Our technology SID-SDK is available also through a 3rd party APP, Dunkin Donut´s franchise
in Spain called Dunkin Coffee, through Frinwo S.L. in Spain, which resulted in 250,000 downloads
of which 91,000 active mobile users who in turn will share internet with our own future SID users.
Download our APP from the Play Store and App Store from our web: https://ShareInternetData.io/
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Graphical representation of the Tokens split at the Initial Token Offering.
As an example only, 1 EURO = 100 SID tokens. Price/token is different during each ITO Phase.

SID Tokens: 25 BLN

Token sale participants (41%)

Bounty/Referrals/Commisisons (8%)

AirDrop & WhiteListing (3%)

Founders & other contributors. (20%)

Board Advisors (5%)

Company reserve pool (23%)

The % of total tokens for new Advisors, new Execs or others may be vary slightly up or down.

Founders, Advisors, others: 25% tokens split

Founders (15.5%)
Board Advisor (5%)
Execs (3.1%)
Sale Purchase Agreement (1.4%)
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Graphical representation of funds spending split over the three years’ post ITO

Graphical representation, number of SID users APPs & SDK over the three years’ post ITO
These figures are assuming the € 80 million max. cap is reached, otherwise the figures of number of total
SID users will be linearly proportioned to the actual fiat equivalent obtained at the end of the ITO
process.
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Disclaimers
SID Tokens are in our view not securities, not shares, but rather a utility token. Any User
or potentially interested Token buyer must therefore, before purchasing any SID Token(s), seek
his own legal and tax advice to satisfy himself. SID future Tokens are in our view utility-based
Tokens intended to be used in our SID decentralized internet data sharing ecosystem as the
payment means of mutual settlements between members of the SID network for consuming
shared internet or for consuming future ads. The SID Tokens have a purely functional utility
nature intended primarily to trade Tokens in order to pay with those Tokens (vouchers) for
consumed internet data. Token sales proceeds are therefore part of the company turn-over.
Despite the efforts made by SID or the blockchain community at large to safeguard the security
of crypto-currency technology, the potential development and deployment of any kind of
advanced types of blockchain, computers, smartphones, tablets or servers in the future may put
this security at risk. In such a case, the SID Token will be affected as well, in particular those parts
associated on the same blockchain.
SID Limited advices any and all future Token buyers that start-up technology companies,
like ours, are risky. However, we are working hard to make our business a success. It is the believe
of the Founders, management and Advisors of SID, that with their collective past experience
combined, there is a non-quantifiable chance for success, so despite all the known and still many
unknown risks it is in our modest view a business worth buying Tokens in, for use on our SID
system, BUT we also agree that the survival of a start-ups is risky.
Commonly known risks are: cash-flow, any 3rd party dependencies, such as for example
the iOS or Android operating system, form Apple and Google, that are not under our control at
all and future updates thereof that may affect any business including ours extremely negative
and make it even impossible to conduct business in a potential future worse-case scenario AND
the often difficulty to find the human resources with the right skills because of their scarcity or
in some occasions outrageous costs due to their scarcity.
This Whitepaper summary and the full size complete Whitepaper does not constitute an
agreement of any kind and the information provided herein is for informational purposes only.
Whitepaper, Business Plan and any such other data are subject to change without prior notice.
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